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Project & Goals
-

-

Effective work amongst the neighbors in
Growing Neighbors

--Gardening is different neighbors

Assist with gardens and help homes grow
gardens.

-Social Media Management

-

Food delivery around the neighborhoods

-

Building pantries

-

Goal

-

Support Homes with garden for food
security

Background
-

-

-

-

What I Did

Growing Neighbors’ mission to help people
have food and security
Fund for gardens part of the neighbors
Successfully distribute food to the
community.
-Realize the lack of food sources and need
of funds among neighbors.

Having organic vegetables for the
community
Partner
Organization

-

Growing Neighbors is an organization aimed
to address food insecurity in the partnered
neighbors. Provide funding to gardens
around the neighborhood for food and a
source of income. I have been able to bring
out my own skills and engage the Whitworth
Community to learn and help as possible.
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Figure 1. Growing Neighbors

-Building Pantries

Photo goes here

-Engage Whitworth Students with the
program
-Deliver food to various neighborhoods
-Assist in events hosted at the site
-Collaborate with the team for additional
help for the neighborhood.
-Expand the outdoor reach event of the
organization
-Learn about the various vegetables and the
appropriate condition required for them
-Assisted during farmers market events

What I Learned
I learned about food insecurity in Spokane
and how it has been affecting a lot of
households. Furthermore, I learned about
how the organization was helping with food
insecurity and additionally providing a
source of income for the gardens that
produce the vegetables. I was able to
understand this by working with the team
and interacting with the neighbors.
Additionally, their aim is to teach people how
to grow vegetables and increase the
consumption of organic foods without
chemicals or pesticides.
This is an important matter because it shows
the struggles people go through in these
neighborhoods that they can’t get the basic
needs of life. Therefore, it is important that
we are aware of these matters and be able to
raise awareness or help as much as possible.

Figure 2. Growing Neighbors at
farmer’s market

What is Next?
The next work is to have greenhouses that will be able
to help the organization have vegetables throughout
the year. The other intended work is to have multiple
pantries in the neighborhoods to be able to provide
other food for anyone in need.
Additionally, I think the organization can invest in
having different ways of promoting themselves other
than farmers’ markets to be able to expand their
horizons over the other neighborhoods.
I think this can be adapted through social media
promotion, advertisements and making their
organization mission more accessible to their targeted
neighbors.

Figure 4. Vegetables from various
gardens

Civic Perspective
-Communicating with the partners in the
organization.
-Collaborating in meetings and work done in
the various gardens.
- Realize the impact of the different
socioeconomic on families and how certain
neighbors are neglected.

Academic Perspective
-Intellectual Skills
-Direct service
-Event management/ Communication
-Impact different social status
- Resources available for specific
communities

Personal Perspective
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Figure 3. Students gardening at a
Neighbor’s garden

-Restorative, Achiever.
-Community outreach
-Gardening
-Building pantries
Enthusiastic
Empathetic
Compassionates
Friendly

